
2019 SUMMER HOLIDAY TOPIC DESCRIPTIONs
Awesome Archaeology

Today is all about Palaeontologist and Archaeology. Let’s go looking for historical treasure. Help us dig for dinos, investigate artefacts, study ancient 
civilizations and unravel time as we study bone fragments, pottery shards, amber deposits, and fossils to understand what they can tell us! 

Cracking Chemistry
We all love chemistry…changing colours, bubbling potions and surprising substances that appear in a chemical reaction.  This day will be full of powerful 
potions, everything about mixing them up and pulling them apart again. Find out what really happens in a Mad Science laboratory and use chemicals to 

make mouldable plastic from milk! 

Eco Warriors
Today we’ll be training to be Eco warriors, taking on trash and learning to become solar power superheroes. Learn to make your own recycled paper, 

explore alternative forms of energy, discover how solar and wind energy work and use them to operate some super cool Mad Science devices. It’s time to 
conquer climate change and Go Green!!!

Fire and Ice
Our mini Mad Scientists will explore extreme temperature today!  We will use Dry Ice to explore the shifting states of matter and make science "burp" 
potions and bubbly showers. We will see fiery demos and explore how fire and heat effect chemical reactions with our burning paper rocket, booming 

balloons and even some indoor fireworks!!!

Funky Flyers
What makes a truly great flying machine? Come and discover the four forces or flight and then design and build your own flying machine to see these 

forces in action. We’ll fold, fly, shoot, loop, drop, spin and fling as we use paper airplane launcher and make some bonkers flying machines!!!

(I Like to) Move It Move It
Hop, skip and jump into a fun Physics day that explores potential and kinetic energy and the science of motion.  Children will be catapulted into Newton’

s three laws of motion while performing feats of physics.  Explore our giant sand pendulum and investigate what makes things move. 

Rockin’ Robots
Let’s examine robots, remote control devices and automatons, the differences between them and the different ways they can be controlled. We’ll 

concentrate on circuitry, challenge ourselves with simple coding games and design and build our very own robots to take home.

Science of Magic
Join our Magical Mystery Tour and be amazed as you learn the part that science has to play in performing illusions.  Use chemistry to create mystery, 
make objects disappear before your very eyes, learn to read minds and leave your friends astonished as you seamlessly escape from Houdini’s Chains.

Slimey Science
Get stuck on science in this truly ooey gooey camp! Discover where slime can be found in nature and experiment with how creepy creatures use it. Then 
use your new know-how to produce your own slimy centrepieces, decorative sun-catcher creations and slippery, sensory stress-relievers to take home. 

Spy Academy
Join our Mad Science Super Sleuths as we put our puzzle-solving skills into action. Learn how to search for clues, collect evidence and fingerprints, how 
to communicate with fellow agents and profile suspects without being seen.  After collecting the evidence needed, we will report back to base using spy 

gear and secret codes.  

Wicked Weather
Get weather-wise and see the reason for seasons as we experiement to understand how and why weather occurs. We’ll discover how air pressure 

affects weather, and use a tesla coil to stage our own statically charged indoor storm. Tornadoes, thunderstorms and rainy clouds in one day!

CLICK HERE TO BOOK

https://register.madscience.org/hertsbeds/camp-register.aspx

